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terraforming mars is a neat concept and a fun game, but it needs to do a better job of making itself look like mars. the extra $5 is a bit of a ripoff, since theres
really no reason to shell out additional money just to play the game. the art is certainly a step up from the board game, but it would be a shame to see an

excellent concept and game be lost to the trappings of its graphics. the art and design in terraforming mars are striking and easy to fall in love with. the design of
mars is a thing of beauty, and the small touches are enough to make you feel like youre on another planet. the gameplay is solid and theres enough variety to

keep things interesting. the price of the game, however, is a bit of a drag, especially when the board game version is nearly half as expensive. the addition of the
three dollar card draw is totally unnecessary, and i was really let down when i realized that i had to pay for my whole hand to play a single card. the lack of a third
player makes this version of the game a little too simple, and i couldnt imagine having to struggle through this game with a 3 year old. the only thing holding this

game back is the addition of a three dollar card draw. terraforming mars, the award-winning board game, is now available on mobile devices for the first time.
create your own spaceship and establish a base on the red planet. terraform mars to your heart's content, but watch your competitors closely. they are not going
to give you a free ride! terraforming mars is a popular and award-winning board game with intense competition. now you can play against the computer or with
other players online. terraforming mars on your mobile device is easy, fun and most of all, a great way to spice up your evening. what's more, it's a free game

with no need for an internet connection. what's your strategy?
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